-----Original Message----From: Lim Lu Pin [mailto:limlupin@gmail.com]
Sent: Saturday, 04 June, 2016 09:32 PM
To: Hanafi ASMORE (SCHOOLS) <Hanafi_ASMORE@schools.gov.sg>
Cc: ericfoongwengfoo@yahoo.com.sg; chan_hoe_chye_john@moe.edu.sg; yeo_sing_wee_
victor@moe.edu.sg;julaiha_mohamed_jamil@moe.edu.sg
Subject: An Outstanding, Excellent Dad-and-child Sleepover at PPS.
Hi Mr Hanafi,
I need to feedback to you on how excellently last night's Dad-and-child Sleepover was
planned and conducted. I think I can represent all the dads who attended to say that we
were treated to an outstandingly program executed by Eric and his family of 5, John, Victor
and Mdm Julaiha.
First up, I came to know that Eric had been involved for years in volunteering his time to
improve other people's lives, and has planned this event for months prior. Then his whole
family came to help execute the whole thing. What can I say? Can we give his whole family
a National Day medal or something? Thanks Eric and family!
Next, John did an excellent job of coordinating and executing each program. His experience
shone through, every program was well paced, and he was always warm to us all, clear in
speech, firm and reassuring in addressing us. I actually felt guilty that he left his 4 boys at
home to spend time with us on a Friday night.
Victor went all out to make all kids and us dads feel welcomed, especially during the meal
times. He has a great way of mobilizing kids to help out with keeping the place clean which
was vital because there was no cleaner assigned over the weekend. I understand that he
also sacrificed his personal time to volunteer to help us out in this.
Mdm Julaiha is amazing. She actually managed to get the kids to complete 2 wonderful
handicrafts as presents to us dads within an hour. It's like magic, her work.
The same traits that shine through them are their passion to help children, hard work,
dedication to improve lives and society, and excellence in their work.
Mr Hanafi, I have no idea on how to repay and thank these dedicated men and women
enough for their outstanding service to the school and to the nation; I think you can do a
better job than me on that.
I am the dad of Jessica Lim from P1-2, and I'm grateful that she's in a school full of teachers
with such excellent work, belief and determination to impact lives. I enjoyed every program in
this sleepover and I could taste the excellence in every meal too. The most valuable
takeaway for me is the session by the counsellor on Sat morning. I hope many more dads
and families will benefit from you guys and gals in the future too. Thanks again.
Lim Lu Pin

